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~R~F~.CE

The first four chaoters of this oaper are covering the oroblems in
general. The subsequent chaoters deal with Lesotho in particular.
Lesotho. a former British protectorate, is a country completely
surrounded by the Republic of South Africa and is one of the least
develooed countries.

The Section of Village Water Suoply, a Section in the Ministry of
Internal Affairs, is charged with rural water development. Major
donors are Danemark, Germany, Holland, Ireland, Switzerland and the
United States. As from 1978 aid has started and rapidly increased.

The author would like to thank the many people wno assisted to
oroduce the part of this paper which deals with tne Lesotho case
in particular.

I am esoecially indebted to the Head of Section. Mr K.W. Lesaoana
and the members of the HELVETAS team in Maseru. Without their
suoport I would not have collected enough data within a reasonaole
time, nor gained the necessary insight into the government system.

The views expressed in this oaoer are entirely the views of the
author.

Altendorf. Switzerland.

January 1991

J.A. Mueller
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THE PRICE OF WATER IN RURAL AFRICA

CHAPTER 1

I N1 RODU CT I ON

In rural Africa, watersupolies are built mainly with donor as-
sistance. Recioient countries do contribute to it in casn and in
kind.

Accordiria to a United Nations (UN) survey aoout t~o
billion oeoole in the world have no access to safe ana
clean water. Of triis. an estimated l.20C’ million
victims’ of the phenomenon are in Africa ana other

deveiooing countries. (The Standard, No 23768 NairoDi,
Wednesday. October 24,1990

1. Sustainibility

One of the particular pràblems encountered is that this projects
are very often found not to be sustainable. Sustainibility means

“Keeping an effort going continuously; the ability to last out
and keep from falling, esp. for prolonged period ( Oxford
Dictionary.)

Thus, a sustainable project should tring a lastina progress, tnat
can continue witnout external aid. A project is sustainab~e only
when revenue is collected from the beneficiaries to cover recurrent
ooerating costs ana costs on capital. (deoreciation and interest)

In my oainion, appropriate technology, socio—cuitural aoproach
etc. are part of a successful project. One of the elements for a
successful water oroject is an established and sound financial
management from the f~eginning to the time after handing over. If
neglected, crojects are doomed to fail in the long run. This is
rather a oroblem of financing than an economic one. This target can
only be reached when organisational measures are taken that returns
are forthcoming. If possioilities to evade payments are left,
projects cannot be out on a Sound financial footing and are ~,hen
failing when new construction is due.

It is a common fact that water pricing in Africa is nOt quiet
of a high priority. This paoer does not deal with cost—benefit
analysis, but with the costing of water in rural areas in Lesotho.

Therefore, countries who once have decided in principle to
provide water supplies to the rural areas, be it with or withcut
donor support, the financial costing nas a higher priority t.han
economic costing.

1 ASSIGNMENT J.A. MUELLER
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2. Economic Costing

Whereas economic costs are of the interest of a Government; the
consumer is rather interested in the financial cost for nis
household. The difficulty in aevelooing financial costs is cnat
they are entirely deoendent upon policy variacles tnat can cnange
dramatically.

Economic costing for water supolies is ratner difficult ana
prone to inclucé a lot of estimated values because it is very
difficult to a~ssign a meaning-i-ui economic value to improvea
community health, thus imoroved availability of labour, imoroved
death—rate of under—fives, a trena of pooulation increase in the
short run. An other oroblem is to estimate cost sucn as community
suooort activity.

2.1 Economic Value of Water Supolies

The economic value of water supplies is consiaered very low, at
least in the specific case of Lesotho. Apart from the study
mentioned below there are also other stuciies supporting the case.
(Judith Gay, USAID ) It is also obvious that for as long as people
work longer hours than normally can be expected for economic
reasons, the eased situation will not stimulate proauction but
reduce the exorbitant worKload

the provision of piped water alone is insufficient to
stimulate water—related production. The only clear material
benefit of imoroved supolies is a small time and energy saving
which, although offers some relief to women in a society hara
pressed by the exigencies of migrant labour. is of no economic
value.

Source: SELF—HELP AND VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT: RURAL DOMESTICWATER SUPPLIES IN LESOThO, Edward
P Woodrow Cross, Dissertation, Facuity of Arts, University of Witwatersrand, Johannesourg,
1980
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3. Public Health Aspects

Improved community health -is generally considered the major benefit
but it is very difficult to assign a meaningful economic value to
it. There may be some non—market values. Although trie focus of
this assignment is the price of water, trie relation to sanitation
and health shoula be kept in mind.

Financing of new construction ~nd the operation ana
maincenarice of existing water supplies outstrios any
local availaole resources in the develooing countries.

At the moment -it can be at least presumed that :he
poculation growth is not aeclining.
Because water is first developed at the least exoensive
cost the cost of aaditional water in the future is often
very much underestimated. The decision to install flush
toilet systems will increase per capita aemand by around
50 to 70%.
The high population growth is an additional obstacle to
achieve the goal of full coverage within a reasonaole
time. (short run
(Aooropriate Technology for Water Suociy and Sanitation. A Piantiers Guide, World 8ank,
December 1980)

4. Population Growth, Timeframe:

A major problem which was oovious shortly after the beginning of
the water decade was the given time frame. It is about two thirds
of the worlds oopulation in need of imoroved water supplies, that
is about 2 billion people. Such a formidable performance was Peyond
the oossibilities from the very beginning.

Notwithstanding the high number, the population growth in
develooing countries is an additional obstacle to achieve trie goal
of full coverage even in the year 2000. The achievements made in
construction and pooulation served is very mucn recuced b~
population growth. Financing of new construction and the operation
and maintenance of existing water supolies outstrips any local
available resources in the develooing countries. Donor investments
therefore will continue to be very crucial to ever achieve the goal
as declared by the UN for the Water Decade, and after.

In Lesotho, at the moment it can be at least presumea that the
population growth is not declining.

ASSIGNMENTJ.A. MUELLER3
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5. Social Costs

A matter that seems to get little attention is the price of the
social costs to a Government. As the aecision is made that water
is of a high priority, the financing put forward for water supplies
and sanitation is not available for other purposes. Again, improved
health may lead to reducea loss of labour in the working age group
as well as in the group of school children ana stuaents and improve
the aeath—r-ate of under—fives. which would theoreticaily lead to
more labour available, imoroved number of well (formal) educated
manpower and also a trend of pooulation increase due co a reduced
death—ratio. These above mentioned points have economic advantages
and disadvantages, specifical ly as far as population growth is
concerned. Yet, comoarison with the aeveloped countries in the past
indicates that a decline in pooulation growth took place only after
imoroving the standard of living of which water and sanitation is
part of.

6. Affordability

It is said that affordability can be tested by comoaring financial
cost with the income. It is very difficult co estimate what amount
oeoole in Lesotho woula be willing to spend. Yet, as some pricing
for rural water is made. it shoula perhaps be a prerequisite before
the construction of a water suoply that people agree in advance to
a certain price for the water service in a written form; if such
agreement is not reached, the water supoly should not be built.
Some indication of what limit can be expectea is mentioned below.

Systems that have a monthly cost exceeding 10% of income are
probably out of the range of affordability witnout further
subsidy.
Source: /~oprooriate Technology for Water Suopiy and Sanitation, Summary of tecnnicai ana

economic ootions, World Bank
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7. BACKGROUND OF WATER PRICING

In Lesotho, where VWSS is part of GOL, aaministrativeiy there is
necessity to comply with civi 1 service practices. Typical for mosc
developing countries, including Lesotho, is a statement made at tne
African Water Technology Conference in Nairooi, r~enya (24-26
February 1987) Ooening soeecn of the Director of Water Development
for Kenya as regards suosidies on water supplies.

.trie provision of water . . . woula oe vie~~ea as a
provision of service and not as a source of revenue.
Source: Wcrld Water / April 1987, p.50

The problem is obvious, cost recovery using economic onces is not
yet widely accepted in Africa.

In England. water companies must have the charges to
customers authorized by government. Profits and
consequent dividends on share capital are limited by
regulations. These limits are such that the return on
capital invested in water companies is no greater than
the return on money loaned to local authorities ana other
public bodies.

A oricing difficulty is that a large proportion of
the costs wnich have to be met ciy a water undertaking are
fi~<ed charges, such as capital repayment charges,
aaministration, and operational costs. These cio not
change much witn increasing demand for water, until new
caoital works have to be built. The short run marginal
cost tends to reduce as the output from existing sources
is increased to the maximum possible. If a furtrier demand
then takes place, a relatively steep rise in charges is
likely to follow .

To ameliorate this situation the charge for water
can be based uoon the long run marginal cost.
Source: Water Supoiy, Third edition, p.34/35

The once will therefore generate some savings from revenue to meet
future caoital exPenditure. One beneficial financial effect is that
price variations to consumers are smoothed, preventing sudaen large
increases in charges when a new scheme must be built.

5 ASSIGNMENT J.A. MUELLER
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8. Discounting and Economic Appraisals of Water Projects

The total cost of a water project over the whole of its useful
life consists of the initial capital outlay, any subsequent
ohased outlays of caoital plus all the annual operating and
maintenance cost to the end of its use. . . . water supply
charges for water usually express the cost of production.
even the range of discounts that might reasonaoly be aooiiea
is a matter of debate among economists.
Source: Water Supply, Third edition, 0.34/35

8.1 Replacement Value

There is no replacement inflation accounting standard agreed
in the UK. (Theory and Practice of Investment 5th Edition p.182)

This same problem exists also in Lesotho. Because of the
absence of such standards, in my opinion common sense woula
indicate to use the US $ or another suitable hard currency for the
necessary calculations allowing for an average inflation of, say
6% p.a. and make annual adjustments for variations in the exchange
rate between $ and currency of the country under review.

6 ASSIGNMENTJ.A. MUELLER
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9. Water Prices

Water prices -in developed countries vary greatly between $ 1.40 and
$ 0.30 per cubic meter, (July 1990 exchange rates). see Fig 1.

It is not clear to what extent this prices include environ-
mental costs’, but it is obvious that in the long run such costs
must be covered by the water price.

Fig 1

• WATER Since1989 the price of water in
Australia. Italy and Britain has increased
substantially faster than each country~srate
of inflation.Australia’s water prices, already
the highest In the chart,Increased by 11%
(In local—currencyterms), as subsidies con-
tinued to be reduced. In Britain the price
increase, at 19%, coincided with the pnvatl.
salion of water utilities, a reduction In
subsidies, and pressure from the European
Community to improve water quality. Italy’s
water prices rose by 20%, partly because
ocal municipalities were for the first time
3llowed to to recover all the costs of
Supplying water. Germans pay the second
most for their water. Huge sums will be
required to upgrade East Gemanys water
supplies, and soon Germany’s water prices
may well be higher than arid Australia’s.

Source: The Economist, December 1 1990
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CHAPTER 2

~ • 4c2mi ri-i ~tr~ti ~ ~ P-i r~arici r~

2.1. Introduction

As mentioned earlier. orojects are only sustainable with Sound
management, administration and financing.

Management and administration of rural water projects has
improved considerably during the water decade. Due to the type o-F
works, most managing positions are filled with engineers. However,
the formal education at university level does usually not include
management and administration. This skills have than to be acquirea
on the job. By its nature, it is more aifficult. to familiarize with
financial and accounting matters at managerial level, being an
engineer.

2.2. Management

Management is resoonsible ~or running an enterprise. The duties
are overall panning of all aspects as regards the running of the
undertakirg and instructions for executive staff and administra—
t i on.

In Africa, it is, with a few exceptions of truly private rural
water supplies, that government leadership ana control of water
supplies is the rule. As it is engineers in most cases who manage
water works. it is usually a rather technocratic management.

Management is also responsible to decide technical and finan-
cial limits for rehabilitation and replacement. This is the most
far reaching decision and needs knowledge on border cost of main-
tenance, investment and financing.

2.3. Administration

As government is administering projects, including parastatal
organizations, administration procedures are most often run in
lines of civil service regulations. It is a fact, that efficiency
in large administrations is not that much effective. The respon-
sibility is not for supplying the consumer with water but abiding
to the civil service rules and regulations of the respective
ministry or government deoartment.

8 ASSIGNMENT J.A. MUELLER
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2.4. Financing

Town water supplies can usually obtain capital either by rising
funds from the public or from develooment banks such as ODA or ADB.
Town supplies are known to get revenue for the service and, town
pooulation is in general more wealthy than the rural one.

This ocoortunity does not exist for rural water suoolies.
Therefore, rural water projects are usually fundea from government
budget and donor grants.

Due to the fact that grants are not repayable by their naturet
capital investments for rural water supplies are not managed
with the same care for cost recovery like town water supplies.
Unless rural supplies are run on cost effective lines, any fu-
ture rebuilding, extension; that is sustainibility, is uncer-
tain; no funds will be at hand nor is there credit worthiness.

2.5. Ownership and control

Donors usually exoect that the ownership of rural water supplies
is conveyed to the rural population, that is, a particular village
and that the village will be responsible for ooeration and main-
tenance. -

From a legal point of view this is not oossible in most cases.
Most countries channel donor funds through the r.reasury. That en-
ables the control of flows of foreign currency into tne country.
Again, most governments treat granted funds like government funds.
Thus, any works established with grants channeled through the go-
vernment are automatically government property.

2.6. Participative programme of donors

Within management, administration ana financing of water projects
donors have some influence insofar as some of their own staff is
usually integrated into the project(s) and ties are attached to the
bilateral agreements. This fact may have positive or negative
impact on the project. As far as sound financial management is
concerned, participation, with remarkable financial input and
eventual withdrawal of future financing and staffing which is not
olanried on long terms is an additional constraint to plan for the
future. Figure 2 indicates such typical oarticipation.

9 ASSIGNMENT J.A. MUELLER





Fig 2
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Participative Programme of Donors
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3.7.2 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE.

The maintenance cost will be raising over time as maintenance
becomes more expensive the longer projects do last. If maintenance
is not regularly pursued, a complete breakdown may occur much to
early, before the end of the assumed time of service, which is also
used to calculate depreciation and costs per unit of water.

Fig 6

Typical development of Costs for Operation and Maintenance

o
C ______

q-
-‘J

o
(J

Re,a.irs and i~dlfications after 1styearof operation (to be
consideredas part of construction cost) -

(j) Full cost recovery by village possible
Major repairs ely require additional funds by GOL

® Major repairs required probably beyond capacity of village
~ VUS undertakes repairs or villagers return their original

unprotected water sources
® Co~letebreakdown of water supply scheee

—eS rehabilitation or new construction required
Source: SKAT

TYPICAL DEVELOPMENTOF COST

FOR OPERATION + MAINTENANCE (O + M)

OF ~4ATERSUPPLY SCHEMES

sporadic, Insufficient maintenance,
no specific supervision by VWS

continuous adequate maintenance,
Institutionalized supervision

Years of service life
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CHAPTER 3

~O~T I NG

3.1. FINANCIAL COSTING

Comparing with private enterorise, maintenance and
deoreciation must render itself financially sound. That is that
maintenance is feasible for a period of time when writing off as
permitted in t.ax schedules or the physical deterioration on the
capital investment item does call for replacement; that is tne case
when maintenance costs do exceed the gain of the investrnent,(border
cost of maintenance) or when the maintenance cost is higher than
the servicing of a bank credit of a comDaraole caoital investment.
(interest and servicing of caoital

Within such a period of time, credits nave to t~epaid back if
the caoital investment was on borrowed caoital . or reserves had to
be set aside from the profits if the investment was on own caoitai
resources. The price has to cover at least fixed and variaoie costs
and should allow for higner costs in the future (inflation).

While economic costs are based on ohysical conditions. and are
puite objective, financial costs are subject to national policies,
such as interest rates, availability of subsidies and other
pol itical aecisions.

But the consumer is more interested in financial costs - what
he will have to Day for water. and how the payment will be spread
over time.

Again, the oroject engineer is interested in oart of the
financial costs ~only triatThs the budget for a particular project,
the caoital investment for a water supply. The crucial point is,
that his design will have a far reaching impact on future fixed ana
running costs, the two extremes being eitner low caoitai investment
with high maintenance costs or ~ign capital investment with low
maintenance costs.

Financial costing has to follow sound management principles as in

any prooer business organisation.

These ar as follows:

— prooer principles of administration
— accounting princioles

Perhaos the most imoortant orinciple as regaras rural water
supplies and water pricing is the principle of the going—concern.

il ASSIGNMENT J.A. MUELLER
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I

3.2. PRINCIPLES OF COSTING

3.2.1 Fixed costs

Fixed cost (sometimes also called overhead costs) are those costs
that must be met even when the production with the investment is
zero, that amount is independent of output. (service on capital,
interest rates, rents, security, works maintenance watchmen pay.

3.2.2 Depreciation ‘straight line depreciation’

There are different forms of deoreciation. I am of the opinion,
that for the purpose of costing for rural water supplies the so
called “straight line depreciation’ is appropriate. The graph below
shows a typical straight line depreciation.

Fig. 3

Straight line depreciation

REPAYMENT

REMAINING VALUE

REPAYMENTPERIOD

READY FOR OPERATION

COMMENCEMENTOF CONSTRUCTION
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3.3. Profit

Profit in general is the excess of returns over the outlay in
contrast to loss. Any enterprise, in order to survive, cannot
operate with losses. Water supplies need to charge at least a
revenue at the break—even point in order to remain operational,
unless subsidies are provided.

This statement is only correct at project level. At national
level, the total of all inputs must be offset by the total of all
(local) revenues in cash and in kind.

If this is not the case the total of the projects are not
sustainable.

Fig. 5

Fixed costs, variable costs and profit

QUANTITY,

Total profit = Total revenue — Total costs

PROFIT
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3.2.3 Variable costs

Variable costs occur according to output. The higher the number of
units of production (Liters of water) the higher the variable cost.
In the water supply sector it is crucial that a high amount are
fixed charges, such as capital repayment, administration and
operational costs. These change very little with increasing demand
for water, until new capital works must be built. The costs which
relate to the amount of water consumed, (costs for pumping and
treatment) represent a small proportion of the total price for
water. If a rise in demand exceeds the capacity of existing water
works and new caoltal investments are necessary, a relative steep
rise in charges is to follow to allow for the increased fixed
costs.

Fig 4

Fixed and variable costs
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3.4. The Responsibility of Investors or Donors

In the orivate sector it is considered that such type of under-
taking is an on—going concern. That imolies that the investor nas
a certain resoonsibility towards keeping sucfl undertaking on—going.
In the case of Lesotho it is very auestionable, whether the Govern-
ment and the rural pooulation will be aDle to raise the necessary
finances to keeo the existing projects well maintained and to accu-
mulate funds for future rebuilding of the existing water projects
at the existing scanaards: let alone to build improvea systems.

The auestion raisea then implies tne responsioiiity of the
aonors as an investor, most grants being dound for partiLular
projects b~ the donor. If it is agreed that the costs for each
individual household are exceeding an amount they coula afford,
then some other investment philosophy would be necessary. There is
a measure of uncertainty in any investment. Sound investment prin—
ci~les as such would ask for securities. In my opinion therefore,
the donor would have to tie the grant to a clause demanaing that
a 100% cost recovery be instituted, if oossioie. If this is not the
case. the donor would be ethically also resoonsible towards main-
tenance too. not only for the capital investment for new water
supol ies.

If the water supolies should remain an viable long run under-
taking, tnan the maintenance, extensions, ana replacement must be
run on prooer business lines at the level of the village aswell
as at national level.

3.5. Banking to the Poor

Considering above mentioned oroblems, to run such rural under-
takings on prooer business lines. banking to the poor shoula
perhaps be considered. If grants were loaned to villages it would
also be rather understood that such monies have to be repaid ana
servicea. That could have an educational effect for the rural p0—
pulation. question to be solved would be the institutionalization
of such banking, it could be government, commercial banks or NGO’s
entrusted to deal with such loans.

In my opinion, it must be understood by the villagers that
grantet money is not for free; that the contribution of labour does
not cover the costs of a water supply, and unless capital is ac-
cumulated for future rebuilding and extension of a water supply
the existing system is sometime in the future to come to an ena of
its use and no funds will be accumulated for rebuilding, nor is
there credit—worthyness to obtain monies otherwise.

15 ASSIGNMENT J.A. MUELLER
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3.6. Water Pricing

When cost recovery problems arise, the question raised is very
often: ‘ What water rate is justifiable ?~ This question is wrong
as far as sound financial management is concerned. Secondly, this
question imolies that the design and management structure was not
organized before oroject imolementation to establisn the costs of
the service to supply water, and to fina out whether sucn a service
at such certain costs are acceotabie to a rural community.

Cost recovery, from the ooint of view of donor countries,
should enable the recioient countries to accumulate capital as a
reserve—fund or sinking fund which will be needed for
reconstruction and extensions of water supplies at such a time when
the existing structures are at the end of its use.

3.7. Life span of Projects and Investment cost

Life soan is varying greatly. Geology and climate over the
continent of Africa is changing from desert to virgin forest, from
trooical climate to mountains with snow covered peaks; the soil
consists of sand, blacK soils and red, latente soils with varying
underlying strata.

Water tanks are more exposed over ground than in areas with
moderate climate in eurooe. In areas in Africa with high erosion
this will cause a much shorter life soan of a water project corn—
pared with some similar project in a moderate climate.

Again, rural projects are designed to orovide a minimum of
water to the pooulation. Provided that monies would be available
to improve the supply to, say, aoubie the quantity, most projects
woula need reaimensioning the reticulation significantly, or turn
to household water tanks to provide the necessary water storage
capacity. As development in Africa is raoid and very uncertain, it

would not be wise to invest to much into very high durability.
Investment costs per capita vary considerably over the con-

tinent. This phenomenon can be exolained by different types of
suoplies that are feasible ana the different materials and
techniQues aoplied.
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CHAPTER 4

W~t ~ r ~ r-i ~ W~ t ~ r— P.. Li ~t t—i c~r j t j ~

4.1. Water

Water. by customary law, is free for everybody. In states with
western style laws. nominal fees or levies are charged to allow
management and control on water abstraction. Importance of such
control increases in imoortance as pooulation ana aemand is
increasing in order to safeguard limited resources ana pollution
of water.

Water auality for the purpose of drinking water needs also to
be monitored, to ensure that people may not be harmea by sub-
standard water provided in a water supply system. This is primarily
a health as~ect and may be implemented by water authorities or
health authorities.

An additional aspect of water auality as regards the works is
the water auality and the materials used for the water systems.
Water may be aggressive towards cement or metals. Problems. as
mentioned above, may make the price of the service to provide water
more exoensive.

4.2. Water Authorities

Undertakings to supply water in rural areas are found in many
different forms such as Water supply departments in Ministries,
Parastatals, Private Enterprise, Non Governmental Organisation or
Co—operatives. Due to their different statutes they have also
different forms of organisation and different objectives.

— Ministry:

Most african countries have a ministry or a department assigned
with the tasK to build and maintain rural water supplies. Major
donor assistance is channeled through the government accounting
system, allowing also the control of foreign exchange. The
contribution by the Government is very often small.
There is a trend that the ministry should be â technical one, so
as to have the national water management under one umorella.
The provision of services in the rural areas have a high political
propaganda and publicity asoect. It occurs therefore tnat forming
a pure technical ministry is oooosed on mere political grounds.
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- Parastatal:

Parastatal organisation have usually Government instruction to
render a service tnat otherwise could be a monopoly by its nature;
the oroblems lie largely in matters of efficiency, ana
profitability, although a balanced budget is reauired in theory.

— Private Enterprise:

Private undertakings nave to manage as an going—concern ana to
abide to accounting orincioles, and make orofit to ensure future
ooerational icy.

- Co—operatives:

Cooperatives ooerate wicn various success. The Key element in
cooperatives is in general similar to private enterprise with the
purpose to provide services at the most comoetitive price which is
only renaered to members. Profits are re—distributed to members.
Taxes on cooperatives are usually lower than in private enterprise.

— NGO’s (Non Governmental Organizations)

NGO’s, other than estadlished cnurcnes. are pending legal status
in many countries. They may be involved in any stage of a project.
They are usually not profit making. NGO’s are found as operators
(e.g. Churches) or as consultants, engineers and contractors to
build water supplies. The income is largely granted money, profits
in excess to sustain the organizations are not expected. In fact
if the grants were not available, the organizations would not be
viable businesses.
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CHAPTER 5
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5.1 Introauction:

Soecifications are based on exoerience ana assumptions for tne
future. This ~oolies far future consumption of water as well as for
the durability of the works. These oresumotions are very important
when pricing for the service of water. In many countries there is
no experience yet as to how long the works will last with the
different prevailing climatic conditions. In most aeveloping
countries it is also very difficult to oredict the oopulation
growth. Experience in Cameroon covers not more than 20 years. In
Lesotho, within VWSSit is even less. Basically it is missions that
have most of the long term experience. Yet, these projects are
basically run as private water supplies and ownership is clearly
private. Thus, they are not really comparable witn systems where
ownership is indistinct and nave to be maintained by villagers ana
government staff.

5.2. Specifications:

5.2.1. Water Quantity

The design water quantity is usually 30 liters oer capita aay
(l/c/d). That incluaes an allowance for future population increase.

Typical domestic water usage is 30 l/c/d to a communal stana—
oipe with a range of 20 — 50 liters. There is an allowance for
future growth and higher use of water per person at the end
of the design period according to oopulation growth.
Small Community Water Suoplies, Technology of smaii Water SupDiy Systems in Developing
countries. IRC, August 1983, Technicai Paper Series, No 18

Exoerience in different olaces indicate that people use piped water
very carefully in times of drought, a result of experience in the
past, when there were no water supplies. This phenomenon was found
in Lesotho.1) Thus it can be presumed that tne design water
quantity may suffice. A obvious point is that reticulation systems
may need to be extended before the end o-F the design life time of
projects because of rapidly expanding villages in certain growtn
areas.

1) Study of Markus Engier in Lesotho: SAMSIZANGA PILOT PROJECT RESULTS OF SANITATION AND WATER
SURVEY. GARM, LUANDA, ANGOLA. APRIL 1989
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5.2.2 Durability of Works and Equipment

There is not much data available about the service life of ~urai
water supplies. One reason is oerhaos that there is not mucn long
term exoerience available. A large numoer of rural projects may
reach its end of use only towards the end of this century. At that
t~me there will be more practical experiende and data available.
Undermentioned Publication has some indication for the service life
of water suoolies. but the durability of water supplies may aiffer
consideraoly in the different climatic areas of Africa.

Service Life of different Elements of a Rural Water Supply;

Soring and Stream catchments 30 — 50 years
Storage tanks. buildings in concrete

or masonry over 50 years
Installations 10 — 20 years
Under ground pipes over 50 years
Pumos, Engines 10 - 20 years

Source: Manual for Rural Water Suopiy, SKAT, St Gall, 1980, Publication tEa. S

Considering the extremely high erosion conditions in Lesotrto the
figures, in my opinion, should be downgraaed. Experience from
mission hospitals indicate that even under ground pipes have to be
re—buried or replaced after 20 years, due to erosion. If experience
in the future would provide better results, pricing coula be
adjusted accordingly.

For the purpose of oricing. we may assume that engines and
pumps ma~ last 6 — 10 years only. The agricultural pumps and
engines used in the project are durable out allowance snould oe
given for the more difficult maintenance in the rural areas.

5.3. Deoreciation:

Deoreciation depends entirely on above discussea design specifi-
cations. For water supplies most capital expenditure is used for
the works. In countries, where caoital is scarce, repayment may be
planned according to the designed service time of the works.
Assumotions should be rather conservative, unless there is enough
practical experience, in order to achieve a complete repayment
be-Fore or at the replacement time.
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CHAPTER 6

ThE LESOVHO CASE

6.1. Introduction

It is not possible to comoute a water rate without making some
suooositions. In this case, they are referring to trie standard
manual. figures from my final reoort and the draft Water ana
Sewerage Order. - -

The costing alTows for long-run break-even costs, that is all
paid labour, materials, eauioment and otner expenses. As there is
no comoetition for building rural water supplies (in financial
terms), there is no critical breaK—even conaition. That implies
also that the price is not necessarily the long—run Minimum Average
Cost due to lack of competition.

The draft WATER AND SEWERAGEORDER 19.. gives some inaica—
t-ions as to how GOL intends to run rural water supplies in the
future. There is a proviso for annual recurrent charges for
defraying any expenditure for maintenance and repairs para 120.(2)
by VWSS, than to be Deoartment of Rural Water Supply. If there is
“an excess o-F M 1,000.00 in a village’s recurrent account it
should be transferred to â caoital funa held in the trading account
against future extensions . . . or in the event of natural disaster
necessitate major works to repair or reolace oarts of the systems.
Para 121 (2) (b).

The indications are very clear that there is no proviso for
a sinking fund to provide -For future reconstruction. Donor? may not
be in agreement to that. It could be expected that at least the
revenue affordable to the rural population should be collected and
accumulated for reconstruction. Indications are also there that
accumulating funds at a commercial bank are not considered.

6.2. Raising revenue:

One important point has to be made; To raise such water rates in
the rural areas can only be achieved if there is a mechanism to
avoid evasion of paying the water rates.

If a government is not willing to collect any revenue for a
service rendered, local refinancing will be impossible, and foreign
assistance will be needed again. With such attitude, the long term
outlook is despairing for the future of rural water supplies at a
time when replacement is due.
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6.3. Supoositions

— Capital Inputs:
All capital including grants are considered investments which
must generate a revenue but not a profit in order to accumu-
late reserve funds for future replacement of works.

For the provision o1 free labour during construction and
maintenance at village level no allowance is provided in
financial terms. It is rather presumed that in the future
people will again orovidefree labour for replacément con-
struction work when they are due. ( People to—date don’t pay
for their water supplies with exception of providing free
labour during construction and maintenance; they provide also
for fuel or electricity (running costs) at places where there
is a power driven system.

The per capita cost is taken from the HELVETAS final
reDort of J. Mueller; June 1990. It covers the years 1983 —

1989 with a pooulation of 544,000 served. The amount is ex-
cluding free labour and rounded from $ US 43.67 to $ 44.00
and from M 101 .55 to M 102.00.

Inflation and Interest Rates:

In Lesotho, the experience over the past years indicate that
the interest rate remained above the inflation rate. Therefore
a sinking fund calculated at constant prices will allow for
inflation as long as monies are banked with interest, that is,
with a commercial bank. If funds woula be accumulated within
trie treasury of GOL, no interest would be accrued and allo-
wance would be necessary for inflation. Inflation during the
end of the eighties used to be in trie range of 15%, interest
rates of commercial banks used to pay some 18 — 19%.

— Durability of Works and Equipment

As mentioned earlier, for the time being, it is prudent to
assume a life span of 20 years only, for water suDply related
works in Lesotho, due to the high degree o~ erosion, unless
field results would allow for longer periods. Here, a time of
20 years is used to ccmoute depreciation.

— Water Consumption per capita

Considering 30 l/c/d including the population growth, we can
assume an actual consumption of 20 l/c/d; that results in a
annual consumption of 7,300 liters per capita.
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6.4. Costing:

Above mentioned per capita cost of $ US 44.00 / M 102.00 includes
all overheads by GOL as far as they are charged to the VWSS
section. Rent for land for offices, workshops etc is not included.
Rent for the land used for the water supplies is also not incluaed.

Considering the draft for a new Water and Sewerage Order also
in the future thére will be “land allocated to it or for whicn ~
wayleave application for a public servitude will be made;” 123.~a)

In my opinion it is reasonable to make a mixed price covering
alT the diff~re~nt DrO.jeCts country-wide on a per capita basis.
Projects with power driven installations would still have to pay
for the fuel b~Thlectricity used. Thé remaining water rate would
than be soread more evenly over the rural population wriicn, I
think, woula be fair from a social point of view.

Calculation of Interest on Caoital: --

The calculation of the annual interest on capita is: 50 % of the
total capital investment at annual interest rate. In this par-
ticular case (per capita):

M 102.00
: 100 X 19 Maloti 9.69

2

Table 1 on page 25 is computed witnout capitalization of the free
labour suppiiea. The result is about Maloti 2.19 or $ US 1.00 per
cubic meter.

Table 2 on oage 26 is computed with capitalization of the free
labour. The result is about Maloti 2.62 or $ US 1.20.
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Table 1 (excluding free labour)

All Prices in Maloti at 1990 constant Price
Per

Average
Village )
45,900.00

Annual Costs of depreciation over 20 years

Construction Cost

Interest
on Caoital

Free iabour

5.10

9.69

not included

—--

22.95

43.61

-. -
——

2.295.00 31.85

4,360.50 60.50

—. — -. —
I_———

- VARIABLE COSTS;

Water minder 0.80 3.30 360.00 05.00

Materiais and
Sundries 0.30 1.35 135.00 01.90

Free labour not included -. - -. — -. -
Fuei & Power (where applicable)

4)

0.12 0.54 54.00 00.75

::::::::::::::::::: ::6:0:::::::: ::!:~!:::::::::::~!:!!:::::::::::::
Annual Water consumption

Price per M~ (Maioti) 2.19 ( $ US ) approx 1.00

Household of 4.5 perscns

2) Average village size of 450 people

Reoort on water ,ninder seminar in Leribe. M.Ernst 1990

4) Summaries of Ch. Meuh, District Engineer, Butha Buthe

see page 246) Free labour not included

Construction Cost
=== = = == = = == = = =

Per
Per - House—
Capita ~)

1hoi0 1)

102.00 459.00

In %

=—=======—— = ============= = === =~===

7.3 32,85 3,285
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— FIXED COSTS:

Table 2 (Including free labour at agricultural rates)

All Prices in Maloti at 1990 constant Price
Per Per

Per , House— Average
Capita 3) hold 1) Village 2) J In %

Construction Cost
mcl. free labour 123.00 553.50 55,350.00

Annual Costs of deoreciation over 20 years

Construction Cost 6.15 27.58 2,757.50 33.10

Interest
on Investment 11.59 52.58 5,258.25 61.00
(Capital & labour)

— VARIABLE COSTS:

Water minder ~ r 0.80 3.50 350.00 04.18

Materials and
Sundries 0.30 1.35 135.00 01.55

Free labour 0.10 E) 0.45 45.00 0.52

Fuel & Power (where applicable)
4)

0.12 1 0.54 54.00 00.65

Free labour included 19.16 85.20 8,619.75 100 %
~=x======_—===

Annual Water consumption
M3 7.3 32,65 3,285

Price per M3 (Maloti) 2.62 ( $ US ) approx. 1.20

1) Household of 4.5 persons

2) Average village size of 450 people

3) Report on water mmnder seminar in Leribe, M.Ernst 1990

Summaries of Ch. Meuh, District Engineer, Sutha Suthe

see page 24
E) Estimate
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6.5 Discussion

6.5.1 Results

The results from Table i and Table 2 indicate that water in the
rural areas have a higher price than water from a town supply; even
by standards of developed countries ( see page 7.It must be
considered that the repayment period usea is 20 years; a longer
repayment period would lower the water rate, but would call for
imoroved maintenance. Maintenance cost woula oe rising over time
as maintenance would become more e~<oensive the longer a project
would last.

Town water suoolies in Lesotho nave a gradec rate. in general
the average price is about Maloti 1 .50 ~er cubic meter. Thus water
from rural water suoolies is comoaratively more expensive. People
in rural areas cannot be exoected to ~ay higher water rates than
People in town. -

It is obvious that the interest rate is very hign, higher than
the repayment of capital over 20 years! This is aue to prevailing
high interest rates in a country of high inflation.

6.5.2. Affordability:

Can people then afford a service to supply water in rural areas ?
The answer is most orobably no, not at cost efficient rates. A
pending question is how to provide for the reauired capital accu-
mulation necessary to reconstruct water suppl ies in the future. The
necessity to plan and orovide for the future is certain.

In addition, as the water rate is already too expensive,
proper maintenance becomes as well unaffordable at national level.

It can be considered that unless some donor commitment is
turned towards maintenance of existing systems, wnere donors have
been the major financiers, developing countries may not be in a
situation to even sustain the existing projects.

The question is whether there is no responsibility of the
donors, as far as the investment is concerned, at least to agreeing
for a certain financial input for maintenance in response to a
government budget indicating reaainess by funds allocated to ma~n—
tain the constructed crojects ana to oerhaps set as~de funds for
new construction. (relationshiP between maintenance costs and new
construction input). The allocation of funds in the government
budget could be used as an indicator.

An other point is of course the frequency and magnitude of
collecting revenue from the rural public. If a lump sum would be
raised once during the year rural people may not have tnat much
cash in hand.
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6.6. Prlorlty setting:

Priority setting is of course a political decision at. government
level: maintenance versus new construction, what has the higher
priority considering population growth? Donors used to oresume that
maintenance is clearly a duty of tre recipient country and foreign
assistance would be for new construction, institutlon building ana
trainlng including technical assistancé. There should be a an op-
timum relatlon between them. If resources are scarce, a first step
could be the protection of water only, to improve the auality, but
not reduclng the walking distance: in general, to build works
nearer to a zero solutlon.

6.7. Suggestions:

- Rural population should pay a price for piped water.

— The rural population may be charged with town water rates unless the national rural water
supply rates would be cheaper.

— The agreement to pay should be in written form, legally binding.

- The water shall not be metered, but an assumed consumption of 20 l/c/d could be charged.

- Revenue should be banked at commerciai rates to minimize losses caused by inflation.

— The ouality of maintenance may be improved to allow for longer repayment periods.

- Water extraction Oermits should be charged only once, at the time of construction of water

supply, to allow control for national water management.

- Water supplies should only be built in villages where paying for the service of supplying

water is agreed.

- Mew water supplies may be built as simple as possible, near zero options should be
considered, or different SuPplies with better economies of scale. Preliminary to
construction, costing including rePayment of capital investment, interest and maintenance
cost should be made: that should then be considered in planning of new supplies.

— A system of subsidy should be arranged to make up for the difference between revenue from
water rates and actual costs.

Altendorf 05.02.1991

J.A. Mueller
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